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Participants: 

 

Name Vehicle Accommodation 
Stuart and Jane Minton (trip leaders) Navara Trailer ‘love shack’ 

Mary Bergstrom Pajero Vehicle-based camping 

Kaylene and Paul Koppe BT-50 Off-road camper 

Rick Creech Prado Off road camper 

Geoff Banbury Troop Carrier Vehicle-based camping 

John and Terry Reis Disco 4 Tent 

Ann and Tom de Jongh Triton Roof top tent 
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Saturday, 7 September 2019 
The LRC 2019 Birdsville trip commenced at 10.00am with Geoff, Tom and Ann meeting near Hall.  

The rest of the group would catch up with us on Sunday.  Following a record quick briefing we were 

off, heading to Gundagai for lunch.  Gundagai hasn’t changed much over the years but the old 

Niagara Café was closed so lunch was at the new Peddler Coffee Café and apparently the coffee 

wasn’t too bad. 

 

Picture 1: Scheduled departure from Hall 

Back on the road we took our time driving to Narrandera via Junee, Cooleman and Grong Grong.  

(Canberra to Narrandera 324km)  The Narrandera township was quiet as it was show day.  There 

were many empty shop fronts but the Coles supermarket was trading well.  Geoff showed off his 

talent for guitar playing, strumming the big guitar at the Visitors Centre.  We settled at the ‘Old 

Brewery’ campsite for our first night under canvas.  The ruin of a five-storey brewery sits adjacent to 

the free campsite but we had to venture into town for a beer. 
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Picture 2: Brewery Ruins 

 

 

Picture 3: Canola fields near Junee 
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Camp was set up in time for our chauffeur to collect us for dinner.  The RSL shuttle bus provides a 

handy service for those camping a little out of town and there are no worries about finding your way 

back home. 

 

Picture 4: Narrandera campsite 

Sunday, 8 September 2019 
A relaxed morning with an overcast sky and lazy wind. 

Geoff pottered around camp then headed off to discover the sights and sounds of Narrandera.  Tom 

and I joined the local koala spotting survey being held near our camping spot.  The survey is held 

twice a year.  Over 200 people turned out for the survey.  We were divided into groups of 20 and 

headed out into different parts of the bush to do a line-search for the koalas.    We searched and 

searched and only achieved sore necks and a zero koala count.  We were headed back to base when  

our group spotted two koalas.  Success! 

Spotters were invited to a sausage sizzle but we headed back into town to catch up with Geoff, some 

lunch and then a three-hour drive westward to Yanga National Park (300km) near Balranald.  We 

met up with the rest of the group for dinner, campfire and an early night at the Mamanga free camp.  

This campground would be ideal for fishing, swimming and kayaking on the Murrumbidgee River.  

There was plenty of room for the group with easy access and campsites for tents, trailers, caravans 

and motor homes. 

The cool breeze stayed with us all day and into the night. 
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Picture 5: We found a koala 

 

Picture 6: Yanga campground amongst the river red gums and black box eucalypts. 
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Monday, 9 September 2019 
Each day began with a briefing from Stuart Minton, our trip leader, at 9.00am and then an 

immediate departure.  Unfortunately Mary would not be continuing with us as a bee sting was 

affecting her badly and it is no fun driving and camping when you’re unwell. 

First stop was Mildura (174km).  Based on Mary’s recommendation, we stopped at Hugh King Drive 

River Park for a morning coffee. 

 

Picture 7: Hugh King Drive River Park 

Back on to the highway we saw emus, willi willis and some very dry-looking crops.  The grapevines 

were yet to bud. 

Through the quarantine station and a fruit inspection we were now in South Australia and ½ hour 

back in time.  A shopping stop in Renmark (137km) to restock with fresh vegetables and fruit and 

then to the river-side park for lunch gave us a break from driving. 
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Picture 8: Lunch in Renmark 

We continued westward to Heron Bend Nature Reserve at Overland Corner (46km) on the banks of 

the Murray River.  The reserve is part of a wetland area.  When in flood the wetland provides a 

breeding and feeding area for waterfowl.  There was little chance of us witnessing this, not only due 

to the drought but the construction of a lock upstream which has reduced the frequency and 

duration of flooding.  We camped as a group on the river watching the pelicans and listening to the 

noisy corellas.  It was early to bed for an icy cold night. 
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Picture 9: Heron Bend Nature Reserve 

 

Picture 10: Heron Bend Nature Reserve Campground 
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Tuesday, 10 September 2019 
Corellas woke us before dawn.  It was cool by the river but absolutely still. 

Another 9.00am departure and first stop was Morgan (68km) for coffee.  To brighten up the town, 

the power poles were painted with flowers.  It was very pleasant by the river.  There are two pubs in 

town, on opposite corners.  It was too early to test which was best. 

  

 

  

Picture 11: Morgan power poles 
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Picture 12: John and Terry checking out the real estate in Morgan 

Back on the road with the next stop Burra (78km) for more coffee and cake.  The country-side 

around Burra was much greener than neighbouring areas.  Burra is a picturesque village in the 

northern Mount Lofty Ranges.  Burra began as a copper mining town in 1848 and many historic 

buildings line the streets of the town. 

 

Picture 13: Street view of Burra 
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Onward, via Hallett passing a huge wind turbine blade, to Peterborough (87km) for another stop for 

sustenance, refuelling and shopping (and dumping for those with such flash conveniences).  The 

Indian Pacific rolled through town as we ate our lunch.  

 

Picture 14: The Indian Pacific passing through Peterborough 

Rick joined the group at Peterborough.  It was then on to Orroroo and then onto the dirt into 

Almerta Station (91km). 

 

Picture 15: Almerta Station entrance 

Almerta is a working sheep station which also provides camping experiences, 4WDing, hiking and 

mountain biking.  Our campsite, one of twelve on the property, was at Bluff View in the shade of the 

gums beside a dry river bed.  The site has a drop-toilet, with showers available at the homestead.  
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Picture 16: Almerta Station riverbed 

 

Picture 17:  Bluff View campground 
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Wednesday, 11 September 2019 
It was a leisurely morning with the campfire still burning.  Tom, Rick, John and I walked along the dry 

creek bed past a number of waterholes where sheep were drinking.  The billabong’s water seemed 

fresh and clear with small yellow flowers blooming along its edge.   

 

Picture 18: Geoff and Blossom taking in the sights at Almerta 

 

Picture 19: Waterholes along the otherwise dry riverbed 
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Picture 20: John testing the water 

Tom and I left our fellow walkers and continued on across the saltbush plain to The Rocks.  This was 

rocky outcrop on a small hill.  Manganese had been mined in this area.  We then headed cross-

country, stopping under the only stunted tree in the area for a little shade and lunch. 
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Picture 21: Tom venturing across the saltbush plain 
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Picture 22: The Rocks 

Lunch provided us with the necessary energy to walk up the stony Bluff which provides 360˚ views of 

the station and a view of the rest of the group’s 4WDs meandering along the property tracks.  

Although dry, we did see some wildlife including birds, roos, sheep and camels.  There were signs of 

previous flooding (three years ago) with debris strewn in the branches of the gums.  Sections of the 

riverbed were still damp. 
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Picture 23: The Bluff, Almerta Station 
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Picture 24: Tom heading up The Bluff 
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Picture 25: View from the Bluff 

 

Picture 26: Another view from the Bluff 

A campfire dinner was enjoyed by all – roast lamb and vegetables, chocolate brownies and sticky 

date pudding. 

Thursday, 12 September 2019 
We departed the station at 9.00am for Hawker (65km), stopping at the Stationmaster homestead 

ruin at Wilson.  There is not a lot at Wilson now but it was once a bustling station and small 

community.  The Ghan railway once ran through here on its way from Port Augusta to Maree and 

then to Oodnadatta and finally to Alice Springs.  Geoff was lucky enough to ride on the final run of 

the old Ghan in 1980.  The new Ghan route is further to the west. 
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Picture 27: Wilson Stationmaster's residence 

 

Picture 28: View from the Stationmaster's Residence 
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Picture 29:  Wilson landscape 

Back on the road and next stop was Hawker for a last shop, refuel and café coffee before heading 

into the Flinders Ranges.  (Great coffee at Flinders Food.)  Hawker is a small town in semi-arid 

surroundings at the junction of roads from Port Augusta, Marree, Orroroo, Blinman and Wilpena 

Pound.  It was settled in 1880.  Land holders had successfully grown wheat in this area and even a 

mill was built in Hawker, but years of drought put an end to that venture. Today tourism is the main 

industry.  Just out of town we stopped for a walk up Castle Rock which provided views over the 

metropolis of Hawker.  Perched on the rock was a bit precarious as the wind was blowing a gale.   
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Picture 30: Castle Rock (Hawker area) 

 

Picture 31: Hawker and surrounds 
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Picture 32: We saw quite a few Shingleback lizards 

Wilpena Pound (55 km) was our final stop for the day and our campsite for the next couple of nights.  

The Wilpena Pound Campground is located within the Ikara-Flinders Ranges National Park.  The 

group settled in and relaxed for the afternoon. 

 

Picture 33: Wilpena Pound campsite 
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That evening we joined the Welcome to Country presentation at Ikara (the meeting place) led by 

Mick and his father from the Adnyamathanha people.  The welcome explained the formation of the 

Pound and history of the surrounding area.  The group dined together at the Wilpena Pound bistro. 

 

Picture 34: Welcome to country by Mick 

Friday, 13 September 2019 
We were woken early by kangaroos inspecting our tent.  The roos are too comfortable with people 

and are becoming a nuisance.  The tractor convey left. 

The group had a choice as to what to do today.  Tom and I chose to walk the St Mary’s Peak loop 

(21.5 km), the highest point in the Flinders Ranges.  The indigenous people ask that you respect their 

wishes and not actually climb the peak, and we respected their wishes by only going as high as 

Tanderra Saddle before returning via the Pound. 

We began our trek at 9.00am.  The first section of the walk was easy with a gradual rise.  This was 

followed by a hot tough section up to the saddle with rock steps, loose stones and no cooling breeze.  

The walk is actually closed from October for this reason.  We made a couple of stops on the way up 

including a decent stop for food, water and rest which gave us the energy to continue onward and 

upward.  We made it to the saddle along with a group from Newcastle University raising funds for 

indigenous education at the university.  The party had walkers at many different fitness levels with 

some struggling – even worse than me – while others were streets ahead. 

Although not at the Peak we were rewarded with expansive views of the ranges, salt lakes and plains 

of the Flinders Ranges. 
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Picture 35: The track to St Mary's Peak, Wilpena Pound 

 

Picture 36: Tom on the track to St Mary's Peak 
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Picture 37: Ann on the track up to the saddle 

 

Picture 38: On the saddle with St Mary's Peak in view 
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Picture 39: The view from the saddle 

 

Picture 40: Another view from the saddle 

Following a decent rest at the top we descended into the Pound.  The track was narrow and very 

rocky.  We stopped for lunch in the shade on the Pound floor.  If you take your time and look 

carefully there were many wildflowers along the track or growing in the tiniest of rock ledges, even 

in these driest of times.   
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Picture 41: Flora in the Wilpena bushland 
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The trek across the Pound, via Hill’s Homestead, and into the campground seemed to go on and on, 

but we eventually made it.  Tom went straight to the bar for a cool drink and I headed to the 

showers.   

 

Picture 42: Tom heading into camp 

We joined the rest of the group around the campfire to hear about their 4WD drive, before dinner 

and bed. 

Saturday, 14 September 2019 
Up, dressed and across to the campfire to discuss our options for today.  Rick was interested in a 

walk so we headed up to Mount Ohlssen-Bagge (6.4 km).  The views of the Pound from the top of 

the mountain, surrounding ranges and Lake Torrens in the distance were spectacular.  Once again 

the 3km climb was steep and very hot.   

 

Picture 43: Mount Ohlssen-Bagge track 
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Picture 44: Plaque confirming success at reaching the top 

 

Picture 45: View from Mount Ohlssen-Bagge 
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Picture 46: Rick near the top of Mount Ohlssen-Bagge 

 

Picture 47: On our way back down 
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We returned to camp for lunch.  The next day we were heading off on the road again so needed to 

do some domestic chores.  Unfortunately our neighbours were rowdy and were spoken to by Tom 

and others to try to get them to turn down their music, with little success. 

Sunday, 15 September 2019 
We drove to Blinman (60km) wandered around town, sampled the coffee and pies, perused the art 

gallery and checked out the Honda NSXs which were out of their garages for the day.  Blinman is SA’s 

highest town and the centre of copper mining.  A visit to Blinman is a must for any true Land Rover 

lover, as hidden in the back yard of a residence was a collection of Land Rovers.  We just couldn’t get 

close enough. 

 

Picture 48: Blinman Land Rover carpark 
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Picture 49: East Blinman 

 

Picture 50: West Blinman 

From Blinman we hit the dirt for 70km on the Glass Gorge Scenic Drive.  This was a narrow winding 

road with absolutely spectacular but very dry scenery.  The landscape is rugged with rock 540 million 

years old.  The drive took us through little dry rock pools, up dry creek beds, through the gorge and 

along-side sheer cliffs. 
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Picture 51: Glass Gorge track, Oratunga Creek Valley 

 

Picture 52: Glass Gorge Drive landscape 
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Back onto the tar and we stopped for lunch at the Prairie Hotel in Parachilna, famous for its feral 

mixed grill of camel, emu and kangaroo.  It was a fine old pub with aboriginal artworks displayed.  I 

like one piece of artwork.  Tom didn’t have to cough up the $5,200 for the piece as it had already 

been sold. 

 

Picture 53: Welcome to Parachilna 

 

Picture 54: Prairie Hotel, Parachilna 
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Picture 55: Lunch at the Prachilna Hotel 

We farewelled Kaylene and Paul as they headed south to Adelaide to visit relatives. 

The group continued north, returning onto the dirt for the 12km trip to Beltana township on the 

banks of the Warioota Creek.  Beltana was developed in the 1870s as a service centre for copper 

miners, with the pastoral and mining industries using its railway facilities.  Explorers commenced 

their journeys from here.  It was also housed the Australian Inland Mission and played a role in the 

Overland Telegraph.  We wandered around reading the information signs.  Some 35 people actually 

still live here. 
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Picture 56: A desirable residence in Beltana 

 

Picture 57: Beltana Telegraph Station (occupied residence in Beltana) 
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Picture 58: Beltana relic 

 

Picture 59: A Beltana resident 
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Picture 60: Royal Victoria Hotel (1878) (now a private residence) 

 

Picture 61: Smith of Dunesk Mission 1895.  Bequeathed to the Church of Scotland by Henrietta Smith to spread the 
gospel, Rev. Robert Mitchell set up this inland mission at Beltana in 1895. 
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Picture 62: Beltana landscape with saltbush, bluebush and acacias dominant 

Beltana Station was closed to guests so there was no ‘restaurant’ meal tonight.  We camped at the 

Beltana campground near the Afghan well.  The import of camels brought with it cameleers and the 

beginnings of an Afghan population.  Sheep surrounded the well as the trough was full of water.  The 

water in the well looked rather slimy.  The campground looked neglected but there were two long-

drop toilets and showers.  We shared cheese and crackers and camp-baked apple cake around the 

campfire. 
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Picture 63: Afghan Well.  Afghan drivers first arrived at Beltana Station in 1866. Camels could endure the harsh 
conditions, able to travel 25 miles per day for up to nine days without water.   
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Picture 64: Rick and Tom inspecting the fence line 

No-one disturbed us here, not even the birds. 
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Picture 65: We got some nice sunsets 

Monday, 16 September 2019 
We were up and out of camp by 8.40am and back onto the tar. 

First stop was Aroona Dam Sanctuary which was once the water source for Leigh Creek.  It is now 

only used for recreation and the water supply for the town is now underground.  The dam is 

surrounded by mountainous, rocky outcrops and red gums.  We continued on to Leigh Creek (30km), 

on old mining town, for fuel and supplies.  All the houses are neatly built in rows, some large, some 

smaller, but all a carbon copy of the previous home.   

 

Picture 66 Aroona Dam Sanctuary 
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Our next stop was only 6km up the road at Copley for coffee and taste testing the famous quandong 

pies from the Bush Bakery and Quandong Cafe.  That’s about all that Copley has to offer. 

 

 

Picture 67 Copley, home of the famous quandong pie 

 

A further 42km north we hit the town of Lyndhurst where we visited Geoff’s friend, Talc Alf.  A bit of 

a loony who creates ‘art’ from white stone and lectured at us about what I’m not sure.  His 

sculptures reflect his beliefs in politics, religion and language.  We had to follow up this visit with a 

stiff drink at the pub, where Talc Alf walked in and we walked out.   
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Picture 68: Some of Talc Alf's art 

 

Picture 69: Talc Alf 
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Lyndhurst was originally a railway town but there is now little more than a couple of buildings and 

some rusty equipment. 

Five kilometres north of Lyndhurst we stopped at the Ochre Cliffs.  The cliffs colours varied from light 

yellow to brown or red.  Ochre pits have been used by Aboriginal people for thousands of years. The 

Aboriginal people mined the ochre from this site to trade with other tribes.   

 

Picture 70 Ochre Cliffs north of Lyndhurst 

 

Picture 71: LRC vehicles at the Ochre Cliffs 
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Back on the tar heading north, our next stop was Farina (29km).  Farina is now a railway ghost town 

but was originally founded as a planned grain growing area in 1876.  ‘Farina’ means flour in Latin.  

The town was once bustling with a population of 300 people with all mod cons including a hospital, 

pubs, churches, shops, a school, and a cricket pitch.  The town died when the nearby copper and 

silver mine closed in 1917.  Volunteers are now working to restore the town.  The original 

underground bakery caters to visitors during the peak tourist season but was closed on our visit.   

 

Picture 72: Welcome to Farina 

 

Picture 73: Farina Township restoration 
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Picture 74: Entrance to Farina's underground bakery 

 

Picture 75: Inside the bakery 
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Onward on the new tar via the stone man to Marree (53km).  Last year this section of road was dirt 

and the Marree publican is hoping for increased tourist numbers now it is sealed.  Every 50-100m 

there was an animal carcass on the roadside, usually a roo or emu.  I didn’t see one living emu or 

roo, they must only come out at night to be squashed or are now all dead.  

 

Picture 76: Marree Stone Man 

 

Picture 77: The Outback Highway to Marree 

The cloud that greeted us this morning stayed with us all day keeping temperatures down. 
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Marree (est. 1883) was originally named Hergott Springs but was altered by an Act of Parliament 

during World War I as it was a German-sounding name.  The town marks the southern point of the 

Birdsville track and eastern point of the Oodnadatta track.  The Ghan arrived in 1884 making this an 

important town. The Arabunna Aboriginal people, Europeans and Afghani cameleers lived here and 

it was home to Australia’s first mosque.  The two-story pub (est. 1883) is the most impressive 

building in town, along with other points of interest such as Tom Krusse’s (the Birdsville postie) 

truck, a sports ground, railway memorabilia, dust, flies and WIND. 

 

Picture 78: Marree railway station (now a dead end)  

 

Picture 79: Tom Kruse's (the Birdsville postman) truck 
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There was a lot of confusion as to whether a desert parks pass was required to visit Lake Eyre.  The 

barman said ‘yes’ but the guy who actually sells the pass advised it was not required.  With a 

permanent population in Marree of 150 you’d think the two would talk.  We ate at the pub but it 

was a bit ordinary.  We experienced a very windy night with the canvas flapping and a cooler 

temperature of around 7˚C. 

Tuesday, 17 September 2019 
An early start was arranged for those heading to Lake Eyre north.  Three cars headed out at 8am – 

John & Terry, Rick and ourselves.  The morning was still but by 8am the wind had started to pick up 

again. 

A few kilometres out of Marree we headed north on the dirt for Lake Eyre Neck and then onward to 

North Lake Eyre.  Travelling was easy to the Muloorina Waterhole campground (flushing toilets).  

From this point no camper trailers are permitted.  In places the track was stony and corrugated, in 

others it was fine sand, especially at the top of a crest (small sand dune).  The track crosses the dog 

fence. 

 

 

Picture 80: Heading north to Muloorina 
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Picture 81: Muloorina 

 

Picture 82: Muloorina landscape and history 
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Picture 83: Heading west towards the Neck of Lake Eyre 

 

Picture 84: The soft sand of the track.  Lesson - don't forget to lower your tyre pressures 
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Picture 85: On the track to Lake Eyre 

 

Picture 86: Lake Eyre Neck 
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Picture 87: On the Neck (vehicles on horizon) 

 

Picture 88: Kati Thanda Lake Eyre (North) 
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Picture 89: Lake Eyre 

 

Picture 90: On Lake Eyre 
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Picture 91: Salt encrusted surface of Lake Eyre 

Picture 92: Ann at Lake Eyre 
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Picture 93: Walking on Lake Eyre 

Lake Eyre is Australia’s largest inland salt lake 144km long, 77 km wide and 15.2 m below sea level.  

On our visit the lake wasn’t white salt encrusted but salt covered with brown/red dust.  Despite signs 

telling people that driving on the lake is illegal it was obvious from the tracks that bogans either 

can’t read or just don’t care.  We walked onto the lake, which is allowed.  The lake spread as far as 

the eye could see.  Little wildlife was seen but we did find a painted lizard.   

 

Picture 94: Painted Lizard (edge of Lake Eyre) 
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There was an information board and a plaque in honour of Donald Campbell’s 649km/h world land-

speed record achieved in 1964 20km north of this spot. 

We returned to the Muloorina campground for lunch in the shade under some river gums.  The 

wetlands at the campground are surprisingly large, fed by bore water, and attract bird life to the 

area.  Small fish swam in the water.  Small birds hid in the bulrushes.   

 

 

Picture 95: Muloorina campground 

 

Picture 96: Muloorina wetland 
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Picture 97: The wetland 

We headed back to Marree and then on the Witchelina.  Witchelina is located west of Farina and is a 

reclaimed sheep station.  We cooked in the camp kitchen, sat in the lounge in front of a fire and 

played scrabble, ‘wife’ won the game for John and Terry.  We slept well with no wind. 
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Picture 98: Witchelina Station access road 

 

Picture 99: Witchelina Station 

Wednesday, 18 September 2019 
We woke to a cool breeze and had an early start to return to Marree, refuel and join the rest of the 

group for a 9am briefing.  

The Birdsville track was open and no rain was forecast so we were off.  Tyre pressures were lowered 

in an effort to avoid sharp rocks cutting into the tyres.  The track was once an old stock route. 
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Picture 100: Commencing our drive along the Birdsville Track 

Today we passed through the dog fence about 42km north of Marree.  This fence stretches from 

Jimbour (near Dalby) in Qld to the Great Australian Bight at Nundroo separating the sheep-growing 

areas in the south from the dingoes of central Australia.  It is claimed to be the longest fence in the 

world (over 5600km).  The fence was originally built in the 1880s. 

Dust meant that our travelling group became quite spread out along the track, with radio 

communication often failing between the leader and tail-end-Charlie. 
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Picture 101: Landscape along the southern end of the Birdsville Track 

80kms up the road we stopped in a dry creek bed to check out the wildlife – none.  On the exit Terry 

and John were bogged in the soft sand.  Digging and maxtracks did not solve the problem.  Deflating, 

losing the valve, replacing the valve, maxtracks and more digging also didn’t solve the problem.  In 

the end a snatch strap was used to allow the Triton to recover the Disco.  
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Picture 102: Birdsville Track creek bed 

 

Picture 103: Dry creek bed 
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Picture 104: Getting unstuck Part 1 

 

Picture 105: Getting unstuck Part 2 
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We continued northward stopping at two billabongs with the highlight seeing two brolgas and an 

ostrich!  To see water in this dry landscape was a surprise.  The water holes exist due to the artesian 

bores and springs which originate from the Great Artesian Basin deep under the surface.  This water 

is essential to the existence of the stations along the track and for the native fauna.   

 

Picture 106: Billabong along the Birdsville Track 

 

Picture 107: An ostrich 
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Picture 108: The Birdsville Track 

 

Picture 109: The Birdsville Track 
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We caught up with the rest of the group as they were delayed with a flat car tyre.  Unfortunately an 

attempt to fix it failed and a bulge indicated the tyre was wrecked.  One tyre change later and we all 

headed into Mungeranie on the edge of the Sturt Stony Desert to refuel our bodies and cars.   

Great burgers, friendly staff and a much adorned pub greeted us a Mungeranie so we stayed the 

night.  Mungaranie is the only service centre along the Birdsville track.  The pub walls and ceiling 

were decorated with memorabilia including hats and bras to locks of hair and beards.  There is also a 

bus stop and signage claiming McDonald’s is coming soon.  That’s the height of humour in these 

parts. 

 

Picture 110: A flat tyre change 

We set up camp at Mungeranie in the dust, a light breeze maintained a reasonable temperature.  

We were 200km from Marree and 300km from Birdsville with the worst of the track yet to come. 

There was birdlife in the Mungeranie permanent waterhole which is fed by an artesian bore from 

the Great Artesian Basin.  There is even a ‘swimming pool’ with water from the bore pumped into it.  

The bore water had that unique sulphur smell but this did not stop attracting birds to the wetland, 

but did stop me going for a swim.  

The wind returned during the night. 
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Picture 111: Refuelling at Mungeranie 

 

Picture 112: Blossom hanging out with friends.  This is one of Tom Kruse’s (Birdsville Track mailman) old trucks. 
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Picture 113: Mungeranie waterhole 

 

Picture 114: Mungeranie waterhole 
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Picture 115: Mungeranie swimming pool 

 

Picture 116: Mungeranie campsite 
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Thursday, 19 September 2019 
We woke to the wind still howling and warm temperatures.  It was going to be a hot day.  

Into our 4WDs for a 9am departure.  The road became rougher and stonier as we headed to 

Birdsville.  The Tirari, Strzelecki, Sturt Stony Desert and Simpson Deserts all border the Birdsville 

Track as we headed northward.  Geoff’s tyre fell victim to the sharp stones, leaving it shredded. 

We did not see much vegetation along the track and what we did see was brown, withered and only 

just surviving the drought. 

 

Picture 117: Heading north from Mungeranie 

 

Picture 118: The Sturt Stony Desert 
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Picture 119: The Birdsville Track and environs 

 

Picture 120: The Birdsville Track 
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We did see some bird life as we travelled parallel to the long and narrow sand dunes.  The inner 

track was closed so there was no short-cut to Birdsville and this section was even rockier.  It is not 

advisable to ignore road closure signs.  If you are caught on a closed road the fine is $1000/wheel.   

There is no sight of water and it is sobering to know that families have died travelling through here.   

 

Picture 121: The northern end of the Birdsville Track 

 

Picture 122: One shredded tyre 
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Picture 123:  A group effort to tyre changing  

 

 

Picture 124:  Northern Birdsville Track 
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Picture 125: The LRC Birdsville Group 

 

Picture 126: Birdsville Track waterhole 
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Picture 127: Birdsville Track dust 

 

Picture 128: Crossing the border into Queensland 
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Picture 129: Rick and Jane at the SA/Qld border, 18km from Birdsville.  There are no quarantine restrictions or 
inspections at this border. 

 

Picture 130: Geoff at the SA/Qld border 
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We finally arrived into Birdsville, just over the Queensland border (12km), around 2.30pm.  Birdsville 

is located on the Diamantina River in Queensland’s Channel Country.  It was once a stopping point 

on the stock route into South Australia.  Birdsville doesn’t have a lot to offer with a population of 

just over 100 people.  First stop was the pub, built in 1884, for an expensive cold drink.  

Disappointingly the ‘famous’ bakery no longer operates.  We visited the information centre, set up 

camp at the caravan park next to Birdsville Billabong which meant there was some birdlife. 

 

 

Picture 131: Birdsville racetrack 
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Picture 132: The Diamantina River at Birdsville 

 

Picture 133: The Birdsville Pub 
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Picture 134: The Birdsville Billabong 

We returned to the pub for dinner.  This was our last night with the group.   

Endnote 
We had to make a quick return to Canberra for a long-standing commitment.  The trip continued 

spending a few days in the Birdsville area, then heading south to Cordillo Downs, Innamincka and 

home. 

Thank you to Stuart and Jane for leading a most enjoyable trip that has inspired us to continue 

exploring the outback. 

Thank you, also, to our fellow Land Rover travellers for their company, wit, insight, knowledge and 

good humour and a memorable trip along the Birdsville Track. 


